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For every cardinal K 2 o, the following is consistent: each x in U(K) (the space of uniform 
ultrafilters on K) is a nonnormality point of U(K), i.e., U(K)\{ x } e IS not normal, because the space 
of nonuniform ultrafilters on cf(2”) embeds as a closed subspace in U(K)\(X). 
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1. Introduction 
Throughout K denotes an infinite cardinal. We use standard notation: for a set 
X we define 
[X-JK = {A c_ X: IAl = K}, [XICK = {A c X: IAl < K}. 
U(K) denotes the space of Uniform u!fru$~fers on K, i.e., if K is discrete, then U(K) 
is the subspace 
.“. 
U(K)=~~\U{C~~~A: AE[K]<~} 
of PK, in particular, U( w ) = &I\ U(K). Also, NU( K) denotes the space of nonuniform 
UltraJilters on K, i.e., NU(K) = PK\ U(K). 
A point x of a space X is called a nonnormality point of X if X\(x) is not normal, 
and is called a butterfly point of X if there are disjoint closed subsets in the subspace 
X\(x) each of which has x in its closure (in X). Note that if X is normal, then 
each nonnormality point of X is a butterfly point of X, and if X is compact, then 
XE X is a butterfly point of X if and only if X\(x) has two disjoint closed 
noncompact subsets. 
An old question about U(o) is if each point of U(W) is a nonnormality point of 
V(w). Sapirovskii has stated without proof the weak answer that U(w) has a 
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nonnormality point [7. footnote, p. 10601; an elegant proof of this was given by 
Biaszczjk and Szymariski [l]. 
Warren has proved that every point of U(o) is a nonnormality point under CH 
[8]. Malyhin and Sapirovskii have stated without proof that this already is true 
under MA, artin’s Axiom, [5]. (Peter Nyikos informed us that Malyhin has 
withdrawn their claim, see [6, problem 27, p. 4183.) We will show that less than 
MA suffices, and as a corollary to proof show that even less suffices to make every 
point of U(o) a butterfly point. 
As far as we know the more general question of whether for other K than w every 
point of U(K) is a nonnormality point, or at least a butterfly point, has not been 
considered, not even under GCH. The earlier proofs do not seem to generalize to 
K > W. 
In Section 5 we will define for each K a cardinal P(K), the reaping number of K, 
such that K C P(K) S 2” and such that p( K ) = 2” is consistent with all consistent 
cardinal arithmetic, at least for regular K. For each infinite cardinal ~1 let exp.+ 
denote sup(2’ : A < p}. Our result is: 
1 . . eorem. If p(K) = 2”, then 
(a) etrery point of U(K) is a butterjly point; and 
(b) if also exp,cf(2”) = 2”, then every point of U(K) is a nonnormality point. 
In particular, under GCH all nonisolated points of all j3~ are nonnormality points. 
While MA implies 2” is regular, our result implies it is consistent with 2” being 
singular that every point of U(o) is a nonnormality point. And while MA implies 
exp,2” = 2”, our result implies it is consistent with all consistent cardinal arithmetic 
that each point of U(o) is a butterfly point. For example, it is consistent with 
2” = w2 and 2”1= o3 that each point of U(o) is a butterfly point, but we do not 
know whether it is consistent with 2” = o2 and 2”1= w3 that each point of U(o) is 
a nonnormality point. 
The plan of pro,; for our main result is to prove for each x E U(K) the existence 
of a closed subspace Y in U(K)\(X) that is good enough to show x is a nonnormality 
point (or at least a butterfly point) of U( K ) for the simple reason that Y is nonnormal 
(or Y has at least two disjoint closed noncompact subsets). 
For Y we will use NU(cf(2”)) (or a variation). We need the following: 
. If y is regular and not a strong limit, then NU( y) is not normal. 
who also proved U(K) is not normal if K is 
e subsequently shown that if y is regular, then 
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NU( rj is normal if and only if y is weakly compact. In Section 6 we give a new 
proof of Theorem 2.1. 
We next state a very simple characterization of when NU( y) embeds in X\(x): 
a. For compact X and for x E X, if Y denotes X\(x), then the following 
are equivalent for a map f : /3 y + X: 
(1) fwJW embeds NU( y) as a closed subspace in Y; 
(2) f 1 y is one-to-one and 
(a) (VAE y)[x~ clxf “A ifand only if IAl = y], 
(b) (VA,Bry)[AnB=gkxlYf?4nclYf’B=0]; 
(3) f 1 y is one-to-one and 
(a) (VAr y)[x~ clxf ‘A if and only if IAl = y], 
(b) (VA,Bry)[AnB=Q)and (Alcyand IBI<y*clYf+Anclyf+B= 
01; 
f. For (1) H (2) note that a compact HausdorfI space S is Py if and only if it 
has y as a dense subset such that (VA, B c y)[A n B = 0’ cl, A n cl, B = 01. (The 
point is that this property makes y relatively discrete.) Also, f ‘NU( y) is a subset 
of X\(x) and is closed in X\(x) if and only if (a) holds. 
To prove (3) + (2), let D = ran( f ), consider any A c_ D and y E clx A. As y # x, 
we see from (a) that y has a neighborhood V such that I Vn D]< y. Then I Vn A( < y 
and I V n (D\A)I c y, and also y E cl ,( V n D) of course, hence y IZ cl, ( V n (D\Aj) 
by (b), so that y E clx(D\A). Cl 
Fix a cardinal K, and let y abbreviate cf(2”). Also, pick any point x in U( K ). We 
wish to embed NU( y) as a closed subspace into U(K)\(X). To this end we will find 
a map f: Py + U(K) such that f rNU( yj is a homeomorphism of NU( y) onto a 
closed subspace of U(K)\(X). Since every function from y into any compact space 
K extends to a map PK + l& it suffices to construct f 1 y. So it is pleasant that Lemma 
2.2 only mentions f 1 y. From now on we write f for f r y. 
As to be expected, we will not actually construct J: Instead we will construct an 
indexed collection (9”: &E y) of families of nonempty clopen sets, closed under 
finite intersections, uch that if f is any choice function for (n 9$: 6 E y), then f is 
as required: Recall from Lemma 2.2 that we want f : y + ( U(K)\(X)) to be one-to-one 
and to satisfy 
(a) (VA E Y)[X E &W f ‘A if and only if IAl = y]; and 
(b) (VA, BE y)[A n B =0 and IAl < y and lBl< y=~cl~(~),~. 1 f 'A n 
&(K)\(X) f-=01* 
An obvious way to get (b) is to have (&: 5 E y) satisfy 
(B) (VA, BE [ ylCY)[A n B = 0’3 clopen V in U(K) such that 
)[ VE SE1 and (V& )K U(K)\ V) E &II. 
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The obvious way to get the only-if part of (a) is to have (9$ 5 E y) satisfy 
(A’) (Va! E y)(3 clopen V in U(K))[(V& cw)[ VE &] and xe V]. 
It is a trifle harder to get the “if” part of (a): One enumerates the collection of a 
clopen neighborhoods of x as (B,: q E 2”), lets c : y + 2” be increasing with cofinal 
range, and demands (V@ y)(Vq G c(t))[f(E) E I&], which as condition on 
(9$&z y) becomes 
(A”) (VSE Y)(Vr) s c(5))lXj E @*I- 
Of course we will construct (9*: 5 E y) with a transfinite construction. Since U(K) 
has only 2” clopen sets, the length of the construction should be at most 2”. Next, 
the length must be at least y”‘, because of (B), and also at least 7, because of (A’). 
(At this point it is clear why we used y = cf(2” ) instead of y = 2”: If y is singular 
then ycy 2 Y’~(~)> y, so if 2” is singular our construction would be too long.) So 
we must have ye” G 2”, and also something that makes long constructions possible: 
For a collection %’ of clopen subsets of U(K) we say that 
Rreapd if (VCE %)[CnR#Q)#C\R]. 
We need to know that 
for every collection % of fewer that 2” nonempty clopen subsets of 
U(K) there is a clopen subset of U(K) that reaps %. 
In Section 5 we discuss this axiom; here we simply assume it. In the notation of 
Section 5, the axiom says P(K) = 2”; that is why we have P(K) = 2” in the statement 
of the theorem. 
To construct (9,: 5 E y) we will construct a certain matrix (9&: f E 7, q E 2”) of 
families of nonempty clopen subsets of U(K), closed under finite intersections, uch 
that (9,: 5 E y) is simply given by 
3$=LJ:9&: 71E2~}, for &z 7. 
Of course we will have 
e use the following notation: If 9 is a centered collection then ((9)) denotes 
the filter base generated by 9, i.e., 
((.9))={n&ti~Eand l~Idl<o}. 
The start of our construction is easy: Condition (A”) suggests 
&o = tw‘ : b E w, c(m))* 
Conditions (A’) and (B) suggest hat we enumerate 
{(A,B)~[y]~~x[y]~~:AnB=fl}u y 
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as (TV : q E 2”); recall we assume yc y = 2”. We need to know the members of our 
matrix are small, so we require 
(E) (v& ~)(~~E~~)C~~*~~~W+IC(S)I+I~~II, 
which is compatible with the start of our construction and limit stages, namely 
condition (D). We need this since 2” might be singular. 
We already told how to construct (B&: 5 E y) if g = 0 and also if q is a limit. 
Now let q < 2”, and assume (9”,: c E y) known. 
Case 1: TV = (A, B) for disjoint A, BE [y]“. Observe that, by (E), I9$,J c 2” for 
each & Since I&u BI C y = cf(2”), we have that lUPeAvB @‘&I < 2”. So it follows that 
there is a clopen set R in U(K) which reaps every member of USEAUB se,.,. Define 
SF 2(q,+l) = 
I 
(P&j u {RIB, if EEA, 
<<s&, u { U(d\Rh if 6 E B, 
%w otherwise. 
Observe that, since 3& is closed under finite intersections, the families 9&, u {R} 
and P& u { V( K)\R} have the finite intersection property. 
Case 2: Tq = a for some cy E y. This time there is a clopen set R in U(K) which 
reaps every member of USEa .9&. Without loss of generality xE R. Define 
9 Z(q+l) =
<<@& u (RH, if 5~ a, 
%?, otherwise. 
This completes the construction. 
e&g butte iats 
Fix a cardinal K and pick any point x in U(K). In the preceding construction we 
showed how to embed NU(cf(2”)) as a closed subspace in U(K)\(X) if exp,cf(2”) = 
2” and if P(K) = 2K. The condition exp,cf(2”) = 2” was needed to ensure there are 
not too many tasks to be done in the process of embedding NU(cf(2”)) as a closed 
subspace into U(K)\(X), and in fact it is unavoidable since we have the following 
simple result: 
osition. Zf h is regular, then NU(A ) embeds into U(K) if and only if 
exp, A 6 2”. 
roof. The proof is a weight exercise: Note that since A is regular, 
NU(A ) = u cl,&4 61, 
&A 
and therefore w( NU(A )) = exp<A (since w(&) = 2c” for every p 3 0). This trivially 
implies “only if”, and it also implies “if”. l To see this note that NU(A) 
disconnected since A c_ NU(A) c PA, and recall that an extremally 
space Y embeds into PK if and only if w(v) s w(~K) = 2”. c] 
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The condXon P(K) = 2” is needed in our construction, even if we have to perform 
only a few tasks, i.e., if exp,cf(2”) is small, because we ha.ve to take care of all 2” 
clopen neighborhoods of X. 
ere point out that even if exp,cf(2”) > 2”, our construction can be used to 
get some information about x if P(K) = 2” : we will show x is a butterfly point. Again 
let y = cf(2”). We have seen that a map f: #?r+ U(K) will be such that f’NU( y) 
is a closed subset of U(K)\(X) if ft y is one-to-one and satisfies 
(a) (VAc y)[x E cI~(~) A if and only if IAl = y]. 
What also should be clear from our proof is that for any A c y, in order to have 
cl U(K)- &‘(A) n cl”,,,-&‘( ?\A) = 0, (*I 
it suffices to have 
(Va E 34rcl”cK,-{x}f+( a n A) n cl~(*.)-{J(&J) = 01. 
So in order to have (*) we need to do only y tasks to get (a), and y tasks to get 
(*), and if we take A to be a subset of y with IAl = y = Iy\Al, then (a) tells us that 
x is a butterfly point. 
5. ing 
For PC clear from context and for 3% [K]~ we say that R reaps 9 if R C K and if 
(VFE 9)[IFn RI = K = IF\RI], 
and define the cardinal p( K ) by 
P(K) = min(l91: 9s [K]~ and no set R reaps 9). 
The verb “to reap” means “to split”, but as the letter cr has already been used, [2], 
we use p. (To be honest, p was suggested by Nyikos, who has a different reason 
for his choice of letter, and our term “to reap” is a back-formation. Furthermore, 
“to reap” does not really mean “to split”.) 
5. osition. Let K be any infinite cardinal. 
(a) K+sf1(K)s2~; 
(b) ifs is regular, then it is consistent with all consistent cardinal arithmetic that 
P(K) =2”. 
f. For (b) start with a model that has t e rcqu, PP~ cardinal arith,,*e:tic, and 
then add 2” Cohen subsets of K. Cl 
It is easy to get w <p(o) c 2”: If Q E U(o), then p(w) G x( %), the character of 
‘%, and it is consistent that there is an ultrafilter % in U(o) with x( %!) C 2”. But 
we do not know how to get p( 0,) < 2”1, for example. 
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The obvious U(&translation of P(K) is: 
P(K) = min{l %I: %’ is a collection of nonempty clopen subsets of U(K) 
such that no clopen subset of U(K) reaps %I. 
So “P(K) = 2”” is an axiom that makes transfinite constructions of length 2” possible. 
6. Of 
We here prove Theorem 2.1, i.e., that NU( y) is not normal if y is regular but not 
a strong limit. So fix A < y with 2” 2 7. 
Let r denote y with the order topology, and let r + 1 denote y + 1 with the order 
topology. The key to our proof is the following: 
There is a compact space K with d(K) = A such that r x K is not normal. 
Indeed, r x (r + 1) is not normal, as is well known. Since r + 1 is zero-dimensional 
and has weight y, it embeds into ‘2, the product of y factors 2. Therefore r x “2 
is not normal. But d( ‘2) s A, as is well known. 
Let K be as in the Claim. Let D be a dense subset of K with ID] = A. We will 
prove NU( y) is nonnormal by finding a closed map from NU( y) onto r x K. 
Let f be any bijection from y onto the dense subset r x D of the compact space 
(r + 1) x K. Then f is continuous since y is discrete, hence there is a map Q from 
& to (r + 1) x K, necessarily onto, which extendsf: We prove there is a closed map 
from NU( y) onto r x K by proving #‘(r x K) = NU( y). 
We prove 4’(r x K) c NU(y): Consider any x E Pr with 4(x) E r x K. There is 
a! E y such that 4(x) E [0, a] x K. Then @+[O, cy J x K is a neighborhood of x which 
intersects y in f’([O, a] x D), since (IO, a] x K) n (r x D) = [O, a J x D and since f
maps y onto r x D. But [0, ar] x D has cardinality less than y. Therefore @-(CO, cu] x 
K) is a neighborhood of x in /3r which intersects y in f’([O, a] x D), which has 
cardinality less than y, since f is a bijection. This proves x E NU( y). 
We prove +‘(rx K) 2 NU(y), i.e., we prove +‘NU(y) G rx K: Consider any 
x E NU( y). Let A c y satisfy x E clpy A and IAl < y By continuity, 4(x) E cl(+‘A) = 
cl(f’A). But y is regular, If’Al c 7, and f*A c r x K, hence there is cy E y with 
f+A E [O, or] x K. AS [0, CU] x K is compact it follows that cl(f’A) E r x K. Hence 
&(X)UX K. cl 
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